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Abstract: To collect real-time data as opposed to retrospective data requires new methodological traits. One possibility is the use of behavioral simulations that synthesize the self-administered questionnaire, experimental designs, role-playing and scenarios. Supported by Web technology this new data collection methodology proves itself valid and with high appeal to respondents.
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1. Introduction

As the complexity of problems and the speed of changes increase for companies, the accuracy of research relies on the measurement of behavior close to the real world of the respondents. Recent reviews in various research fields of the social sciences have pointed at the need for more interactive data collecting methods (Zaltman 1997; Englis and Solomon 2000). The collection of real-time data as opposed to retrospective data requires new methodological traits.

Another aspect stressing the development of new data collection methodologies is the prediction that response rates of e-mail surveys will follow that of paper surveys (Shenan 2001). To obtain data, to make people invest time in research projects, research has to follow the information ‘rules’ of society. Here the increased number of media, the habitually use of the Internet and mobile phones as well as a TV set on multiple channels, makes heavy calls on research to be an interesting experience for researchers to be able to collect the important and necessary data. Not because people do not find science important but because time is a scarce resource in heavy demand. Hence, investing time in research projects has to give the respondents something more than being polite and helpful towards the researcher.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss and demonstrate the benefits and challenges of behavioral simulations supported by Web technology as a new methodological trait. Specifically how behavioral simulations as data collecting vehicles also act as learning tools for the respondents thereby giving immediate return in the time invested.

The concerns of this paper are the methodological contribution of simulations, the benefits of Web technology followed by a discussion of the validity of data collected with simulations. Finally, a designed behavioral simulation is presented as an example, before stating implications and future trends.

2. The contribution of a behavioural simulation

To understand the methodological contribution of a simulation it is beneficial to look at the research area of agent-based simulations. The first agent-based computational economic models were influenced by experimental economics, which at the time mainly focused on markets and games composed of real human agents (Chen 2004). A criticism of experimental economics on information utility states that the problem lies with the utility functions and whether these resemble the true utilities of information, because human agents are subject to biases, errors, and misconceptions (Einhorn and Hogarth 1981; Feldman and March 1981; Chaturvedi, Mehta et al. 2004). Parallel to this, behavioral economic research proved that the biases creating inference in experimental economics are similar to those in real life. Humans optimize their behavior as assumed in experimental economics, but from a satisfying criterion because humans are bounded rational (Newell and Simon 1972; Bettman, Payne et al. 1993; March and Simon 1994).

For the understanding of the effect of bounded rationality in economic models, the research area of agent-based simulations emerged (Chen 2004) as a way to observe actual behavior as opposed to behavior deduced from a set of axioms. It is this objective to observe actual behavior that makes simulations a useful platform for the need to collect real-time data in social sciences. The spin-off from behavioral simulations is that participants are able to learn from them; thereby the models exhibit intelligence...
Traditionally, role-playing has been used to forecast decisions in conflict situations among interacting groups, but it can also be used to predict decisions by an individual not interacting directly with others (Armstrong 2000). More importantly the similarity between laboratory research and role-playing is well documented (Dabholkar 1994). The advantage of role-playing is that roles influence a person’s perception of a situation. Participants are asked to engage in the role description and then either to imagine their actions or to act them out - in both cases as they would in fact do, i.e. managers should not play customers or vice-versa. The key is to make the role realistic (Eroglu 1987; Armstrong 2000). Therefore, with role-play the decision-maker in the simulation can be specified.

Table 1: Basic design principles for role-playing* (Jespersen 2004; Armstrong 2000)

The role-players should be similar to those being represented. Meaning that a role-player should act as him/herself.
Role-players should read instructions for their roles before reading about the situation.
The administrator: provides short yet comprehensive descriptions and creates realistic surroundings in order to provide a realistic enactment of the situation.

The scenario is the situation in which the role-play is acted out by the participants and is therefore the heart of the simulation. The strength of using scenarios as frames for the decision-making process is that it makes the respondents relate more directly to the posed subjects, and to a high degree this results in more accurate responses (Eroglu 1987). The ability of a scenario is threefold in that it (i) increases interest in participation, (ii) makes it possible to create a realistic context, and (iii) provides all respondents with a standard stimulus (Frederickson 1984; Frederickson 1985; Eroglu 1987; Varadarajan et al. 2002). Also when respondents are presented with a scenario before decision-making, their attention is guided to the relevant problem area. From this viewpoint, the scenario can successfully complement the experimental design by providing control of the decision-making process investigated. Thus, the scenario defines the behavior of the artificial reality in the model.

The methodological contribution of simulations is a symbiosis of four acknowledged research methods. At the same time, these methods make the simulation very complex. Thus the key to make a simulation suitable for data collection purposes is Web technology, because Web technology can carry out the large database structure upholding the simulation and making the simulation active and dynamic. Therefore, the possibilities with a simulation as a platform for a data collection methodology are closely linked to the use of Web technology when collecting data.
3. The benefits of Web technology

The use of computers for the collection of data through various methods is well known. As early as in the 1970s the first computerized experiment was launched. Especially within the field of decision-making, experiments have been computer-interactive from early on (Connolly and Thorn 1987). In a study comparing Web-versions with laboratory studies, Krantz and Dalal (2000) found a surprising match for surveys, scales and experimental variables thereby stressing the power of the Web as both a research medium and as experimental medium. For research purposes the computational intelligence available with the Web is still by and large an unexplored territory in social sciences (Stanton 1998; Birnbaum 2000; Englis and Solomon 2000; Reips 2000; Klassen and Jacobs 2001; Jespersen 2004).

Declining response rates – often termed ‘survey fatigues’ – is of major concern to research. The use of emails has made it easier to target respondents but also easier for respondents to opt-out of research studies (Stanton 1998; Reips 2000; Sheehan 2001). Collecting data with simulations by use of Web technology places the data collection methodology in a known medium for playing games and being active. Hence the appeal of behavioral simulations can be expected to be higher due to Web technology (Stanton 1998; Birnbaum 2000; Englis and Solomon 2000; Reips 2000; Klassen and Jacobs 2001; Jespersen 2004) visualizing the virtual decision-making process. Additionally, as games give players satisfaction from playing, so simulations will provide respondents with satisfaction of a problem-solving experience close to the real worlds of the respondents. Other possible reasons why the response rate may increase with Web technology are (i) the minimization of the response time for participants, (ii) the ease and flexibility of participation since the Internet is available twenty-four hours, seven days a week, and (iii) the lower cost for participants (Birnbaum 2000; Coderre and Mathieu 2004). Still, the experience from email surveys that response rates declines just as for postal surveys may indicate to researchers that they should be very careful about the design of the data collection on the Web. Hence, the design of a Web-based methodology has to be very user-oriented. If the design becomes too heavy or too boring, then participants will drop out as they do on regular web pages.

Another important data collection issue is item completion. Here the Web technology is powerful. Item completion can be simplified through the use of pull-down menus, check boxes, radio button scales, and drop-down scales. These options really make the web-based approach user-friendly. Furthermore, the pages can be programmed to check whether all items have been completed before giving access to the next page, thereby eliminating missing values. Additional four advantages of the web technology can be listed: (i) it is easy to modify the research instrument or to create multiple experimental versions, (ii) the automated data collection eliminates coding errors, (iii) reduction of experimenter effects, and (iv) the ability to reach a larger and more diverse subject pool. But also, the following disadvantages have appeared: (i) the potential for systematic bias and measurement error and (ii) the unwillingness of respondents to provide sensitive information over what they view as insecure lines (Birnbaum 2000), as well as iii) the issue of technical variance among respondents and iv) the issue of a self-selected sample (Reips 2000). Thus, as with any data collection methodology care and consideration should be demonstrated in order to maintain data validity.

4. Ensuring the validity of data

For Web technology supported simulations to become a new methodological trait, the data collected by means of this new research strategy are to be proved valid. Applying Web technology to the data collection vehicle raises the issue of convergent validity compared to a laboratory based study. Comparing laboratory and Web versions of surveys, scales and experimental variables, Krantz and Dalal (2000) find a remarkably consistent correspondence between the two, thereby proving the validity of Web technology as part of research strategies. A notion supported by Coderre and Mathieu (2004) finding that the predictive power of information gathered by email survey outperformed that observed with postal or telephone collected information.

Another issue of internal validity is construct validity by which the results of the data collected with simulations follow theoretically predicted trends. Paying attention to the details when creating the virtual world of the simulation will ensure construct validity. Research using agent-based computational modeling proves that this is not a critical issue for simulations though much lies with the
5. Info@performance.NPD

The behavioral simulation as the data collection instrument example was developed for a study of new product development decision-making (Jespersen 2004). The aim was to gain greater insights concerning the value of information when new products are screened in the various phases of the new product development process. The analysis of the information value information two-dimensional including both the value-for-money and the decision-value of information. Hence, the behavioral simulation focused on the information processing cycle of decision-makers, i.e. whether information was acquired, and whether the acquired information was used for the screening decisions.

5.1 The model: A virtual NPD process

A virtual NPD process was created in which the participants were asked to acquire information for the evaluation of a new product idea as the product idea moved through the NPD process from idea to market planning. Hence, the simulation ended with the decision whether to launch or not. Because the game scenario used the Internet as medium, it was named Info@performance.NPD. Figure 1 depicts the structure of the simulation.

Combining simulations and Web technology introduces a new type of validity known in agent-based modeling as solution validity (Chaturvedi, Mehta et al. 2004; Jespersen 2004). Solution validity ensures the compatibility between the empirical data collection methods and the model solution in order to secure reliable and valid data. This means restraining the technological possibilities. Though a model of a real decision-process, some constraints have to be imposed on Web technology. A simple example is the habitually used back and forward buttons on the Internet. If these are not locked, the respondents would be able to go back and alter decisions without the researcher’s knowledge. Such a simple design consideration would jeopardize the data validity.

The data validity issue is always critical when collecting data but the dimensions to consider are increased when Web technology is applied and several methodologies are combined into one. Still, behavioral simulations will not jeopardize the validity of data collected, if designed properly.

---

1 MacVic is a fully imaginary company invented for the simulation.
environmental conditions under which MacVic conducts business. As part of the simulation, the participants were given a monetary budget as they would have in their companies. The budget ensured that the participants had to decide among the different information products, since it was only large enough to cover two-thirds of all the information products in the simulation. The size and use of the budget were validated with a cross analysis of questions from the starting questionnaire.

The simulated NPD process in the game scenario contained a thorough description of the status of the product idea in the five phases of the development process (idea, concept, prototype, product, and market planning) along with a total of thirty-six information products available at different points in the product development process. The available information products that the participants could acquire were designed in accordance with the 'best practices' guidelines developed by research on NPD success and failure (Booz, Allen et al. 1968; Cooper and Kleinsmidt 1987; Souder 1989; Montoya-Weiss and Calantone 1994; Brown and Eisenhardt 1995; Cooper and Kleinsmidt 1995; Crawford 1997; Benedetto 1999; Cooper 1999; Henard and Szymanski 2001). Hence the information products were different in each phase of the NPD process, but always represented the four information types - secondary market information, primary technical information, primary technical information. Furthermore, the information products were ensured a realistic touch through discussions of content, format and costs with professional market research companies. Additionally, the level of competitive stress facing MacVic and as such the participants were designed experimentally and regulated at three levels – low, medium, and high. The participants would encounter competitive stress in the concept and the prototype phases. To measure whether the acquired information was useful to the decision-making each phase ended with the participants evaluating the potential of the new product idea in the simulation on a scale from zero to 100.

To illustrate the game scenario - Info@performance.NPD, figure 2 shows the concept phase of the NPD process in the simulation. From these web-pages it should be possible to get an idea of how the simulation worked. The first Web-page is a description of the product development in the concept phase (picture 1) - what had happen to the product idea since the idea phase. Then the participant can choose from a list of information products (picture 2). The participant rates each information product on an importance scale. The participant then receives the ordered product (pictures 3-4), and rates the value of the individual information product (picture 5). Finally, the participant is asked to evaluate the product idea (picture 6).
The sample constitutes larger International companies having their R&D unit placed in Denmark. The targeted companies develop either high or low technology products for the consumer market. Low technology products were represented by the food industry whereas high technology products were represented more diversely by industries such as telecommunication, personal computers, kitchen hardware, speakers, washing machines, tumblers, and headphones. The selection criterion was that the company did product development of consumer products in Denmark. This reduced the population of high technology companies tremendously, and introduced another constraint on the low technology companies: The food companies had to be of a reasonable size because primarily large high technology companies are performing new product development in Denmark. The participants were found either on basis of their job title as R&D manager/director or through organograms from which it was possible to determine whether it would be relevant to contact the marketing, engineering or project manager. A total of forty-two companies used the simulation.

5.3 Data validity
Two important aspects of the simulation as a data collection methodology are data validity and the judgment by the participating companies. Data validity was found through analyses of i) the budget, which showed that the participants used the same amount of money in the simulation as they would have in their companies, ii) the price of the different information products, where the relation between importance and the acquisition of an information product demonstrated a reasonable pricing in the simulation, and iii) the information utility of the individual information products. With high average ratings for all information products on the dimensions – relevance, quality and novelty – the information products did not obscure the decision-making process. The participants evaluated the simulation on four dimensions – coherent and easily comprehended new product development process, realistic content, exiting participation, and time consumption (see figure 3).

5.2 Sampling

In general the simulation was found fun to do and very realistic. The only negative aspect was as expected the time used for participation. Though the measured time for participation was sixty minutes with the possibility to break this time down in minor intervals, the reaction to time from the participants was expected as time is always critical. Despite of this several participants expressed their positive experience of science going new ways. All of which seems promising for behavioral simulations as a new methodological trait.

6. Implications and future trends
A behavioral simulation is a suitable methodology for the collection of real-time data in all fields as it provides high interaction with respondents and immediate pay-back...
through learning for the time invested in participation. Furthermore simulations appeal to respondents by applying Web technology. Also the combination of several methodological traditions is found beneficial for future methodological developments as this will also encourage new collaborations among research fields thereby enhancing the research contribution of future research.

Of course behavioral simulations are to be used with extreme care to both design and sampling in order to ensure validity as well as generalizability. Also the speedy technological development imposes a great challenge on researchers and as such the behavioral simulation can only be expected to be a continuous development to preserve its high appeal.
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